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Abstract
Manual coding of political events from news reports is extremely expensive and time-consuming, whereas completely automatic coding has limitations when it comes to the precision and granularity of the data collected. In this paper, we introduce an alternative strategy by establishing a semi-automatic pipeline, where an automatic classification system eliminates irrelevant source material before further coding is done by humans. Our pipeline relies on a high-performance supervised heterogeneous ensemble classifier working on extremely unbalanced training classes. Deployed to the Mass Mobilization on Autocracies database on protest, the system is able to reduce the number of source articles to be human-coded by more than half, while keeping over 90% of the relevant material.
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Introduction
Large-scale extraction of event data from unstructured news reports produced by global news agencies has been a topic in political science for almost three decades. Indeed, many leading data collections in political science follow this strategy. We can distinguish two different approaches: one involving manual reading and coding of events by trained human coders, used for example by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s Geo-referenced Event Dataset (Sundberg and Melander, 2013) or the Armed Conflict Location and Events Dataset (Raleigh et al., 2010). The other approach, automated coding, uses various algorithms to extract events computationally from the source text, as for the Kansas Event Data System (Schrodt and Gerner, 1994) or the recent ICEWS event dataset (Boschee et al., 2013) for example.

Human coding, while producing high-quality content and being extremely flexible in terms of the type of information that can be extracted, is very costly and time-consuming (Schrodt and Van–Brackle, 2013). Automated coding, while quite successful in categorizing news articles into various topics of interest or extracting actors from known actor lists (dictionaries), has been demonstrated to have shortcomings when it comes to extracting actual content from the text (e.g. the number of fatalities, the date of incident rather than the date of reporting, or the location), the actors involved, or the relations between them (Boschee et al., 2013; Hammond and Weidmann, 2014). In fact, there is relative agreement that the signal-to-noise ratio of automatically coded datasets make their usage at the most granular level (the individual incident) difficult, and that various aggregation techniques are required to eliminate unwanted noise (Schrodt and Van–Brackle, 2013).

In this paper, we present a coding pipeline that uses the best of both worlds by combining the two approaches described above—in other words, a semi-automatic procedure. In this pipeline, the source material is first screened for relevant news articles through machine learning techniques.
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The remaining, much smaller set of potentially relevant articles are assigned to human coders for further processing. This paper introduces the first part of this pipeline, the automatic pre-selection of source material. In a typical event coding project, the large amount of articles irrelevant for coding is a huge issue, and the prime reason why human coders are so slow in comparison to computers. Therefore, improving the pre-selection of relevant articles is a key issue we need to resolve. We proceed by describing our use case—a protest event data project focusing on autocracies. We then implement a pipeline for the pre-selection of articles using a versatile bagging ensemble classifier. In an out-of-sample validation, we show that this pipeline is able to achieve high predictive performance when applied to a number of different countries.

**Use case and technical considerations**

When coding political events from news reports, coders typically encounter large amounts of articles unrelated to the dataset under construction. The main objective of the first part of our semi-automatic coding process is therefore to eliminate as many as possible of these “irrelevant” news articles, while retaining as many as possible of all “relevant” articles such that the latter can be given to a trained human for further coding. We demonstrate this approach in the context of an ongoing coding project, the *Mass Mobilization on Autocracies* database, a new event dataset on mass mobilization under autocratic regimes (Rød and Weidmann, 2013). However, the design is project-agnostic, such that it can be used in other data projects.

**Sources.** The source material for the coding are news articles furnished by global news bureaus (e.g. Reuters, Agence France Presse, Associated Press, or BBC Monitoring) through aggregators such as LexisNexis or Factiva. This type of source material is probably the most common basis for large-scale event datasets used in political science and international relations (Brandt et al., 2011).

We obtain the source material through a simple keyword search with different synonyms for political protest. No pre-filtering of articles is done at the time of retrieval. Given the fact that the keywords used are extremely common, a vast majority of the retrieved articles do not contain relevant information (i.e., they cover topics such as sports, finance, education, etc.). Thus, the number of irrelevant articles vastly exceeds those covering events of interest to the project. Alternative pre-filtering through proprietary tools such as the categories provided by LexisNexis was ruled out for lack of transparency and replicability. The extracted articles consist of a headline, a dateline, a body, and a unique ID.

**Training set.** During the first one year phase of the project, an initial set of roughly 250,000 articles was hand-coded according to the coding procedure described in Rød and Weidmann (2013). This set of articles constitutes the training set of our machine learning-based procedure. While the coders extracted all the information relevant to the project such as the number of protesters, the issue, and the actors involved, we only use the information whether an article was actually considered relevant—in other words, whether at least one protest event was coded from it by the coder. This way, a large training set with human-annotated binary class labels (relevant/irrelevant) was generated. Descriptives for the training set are presented graphically in Figure 1.

**A machine learning task.** Our goal is to create a pre-filtering pipeline keeping as many of the relevant articles as possible, while discarding most of the irrelevant ones. Therefore, the overall requirements for this pipeline are somewhat different than those for most machine learning procedures. Traditionally, machine learning algorithms attempt to achieve the best trade-off between precision and recall. For our application, as the machine filtering is just one stage of the complete coding pipeline, recall clearly has a higher priority than precision. Ideally, we want all relevant articles to be labeled as true (recall as close to 100% as possible), whereas the number of correctly labeled irrelevant articles is of lesser importance (if some irrelevant articles are wrongly labeled as relevant, they can still be eliminated by coders). Therefore, the main performance indicator we aim to optimize is the recall of truly relevant articles, and we consider values of 0.85–0.95 as acceptable.

**Implementation**

We implement the solution as a pipeline, with the starting point being raw, unprocessed news articles extracted directly from LexisNexis. Following standard procedures, from each article we extract a set of features that is later used for classification.

**Text processing and feature extraction**

We apply standard natural language pre-processing such as sentence and word tokenization, lemmatization and stop-word removal, as well as removal of punctuation. We also experimented with part-of-speech tagging methods with the goal of eliminating low-information words such as adjectives and numerals. Most of these methods performed extremely well at their task, but were not included in the final pipeline due to slow performance and extremely modest improvements to the classification results. Similarly, named entity recognition was attempted in order to make the classifying pipeline as geography- and name-agnostic as possible; however,
again, the computational performance costs were massive and produced only small improvements in predictive performance.

Therefore, training and classification is done at the word-level. For each article in each iteration, a vector of classification features consisting of individual words in that article is extracted ("bag of words"). We extract the most used individual word stems (unigrams) as well as the most used two-word groupings/expressions (bigrams) from the training set used for each classifier, and test for their existence in each article. Some classifiers (such as Naive Bayes (NB) can only deal with a limited number of features. For that reason, we selected the most frequent 750 unigrams and 250 bigrams for each corpus of text used by each individual classifier.

This number was reached through multiple small-scale tests on blocks of 5000 articles, and offers an excellent speed (computer performance)–accuracy (model performance) compromise for classification. In small scale tests, increasing the number of unigrams in the features vector from 50 to 250 increased the recognition of relevant articles in out-of-sample tests from 86.4% to 97.2%. This increase tapered off at approximately 500 unigrams. Similarly, increasing the number of bigrams, as well as increasing the proportion of bigrams to unigrams provided increases in performance, but at the cost of increasing the number of false positives substantially (at 500 unigrams and 165 bigrams, almost 40% of all irrelevant articles were correctly labeled and thus eliminated; while at 500 unigrams and 500 bigrams, this dropped to under 20%; recognition of relevant articles was one percentage point better in the latter case). We considered this trade-off (20% more irrelevant articles kept for manual observation in exchange of 1% more relevant articles saved) unacceptable, and thus set a low number of bigram features.

The ensemble classifier

The next step in the pipeline is the classification stage. As described above, the key challenge we face is the extreme imbalance of the class distribution; only about 2% of all articles are truly relevant. Most classifiers tend to perform extremely poorly in such an environment, sometimes simply ignoring the smaller class by labeling all instances as belonging to the majority class (Tang et al., 2009; Chawla et al., 2004). Multiple solutions have been proposed, such as using weighting, various random sampling techniques (Chawla et al., 2004), and even multi-step classification with a large-class structured sampling methodology as a pre-selection phase (Tang et al., 2009).

Our approach to solving the problem of class imbalance is inspired by the random sampling methodology: employing an ensemble classifier consisting of multiple base classifiers, each of which is trained on a balanced...
Ensemble classification is an approach where, rather than a single classifier, a set of so-called base classifiers is created during the training phase. When classifying a new instance, each of these classifiers then votes on the new instance, and the aggregated vote (for example, the majority) is then used as the ensemble’s prediction. Ensemble prediction has long been used in machine learning, and is known to have a number of advantages (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012: 209–211). The construction of ensemble classifiers can be done in a number of ways. Bagging (short for “bootstrap aggregation”) is one of the simplest procedures (Breiman, 1996). Bagging involves the random creation of multiple training samples (“bags”), each of which is then used for the creation of one base classifier. These samples are created by randomly drawing (with replacement) from the set of all training instances. This, however, means that the bags exhibit the same class distribution as the entire training dataset. In our case, this would inevitably lead to the problem described above, i.e. “degenerated” base classifiers predicting the majority class only.

For that reason, we modify the standard bagging procedure to address the problem of class imbalance. As proposed by Weidmann (2008), we draw balanced random samples from the training instances that have an equal proportion of relevant and irrelevant articles. Since having partially overlapping data is generally considered as advantageous for classification (Dietterich, 2000), we deviate from Weidmann’s approach of using the entire set of relevant articles along with randomly selected irrelevant ones. Instead, we split the relevant training articles into a number of “shards” (five shards, each 1200 articles long), and include a single shard with an equal-sized random sample from the irrelevant articles category in each bag. Therefore, each bag has a total of 2400 training articles (1200 relevant ones, 1200 irrelevant). This means that each base classifier can be trained on a balanced sample, which avoids the problem discussed above (see Figure 2, left). When given a new article for classification as relevant/irrelevant, each base classifier first generates an individual prediction. Then, the ensemble’s aggregate prediction is generated through a voting procedure where an article is classified as relevant if a certain percentage of the base classifiers have classified the article as relevant (Figure 2, right).

Three questions remain before we can launch the ensemble classifier. First, we need to select the base classifiers to be used in the ensemble. We chose algorithms that are well suited for text classification purposes: support vector machines (SVM) and NB (Joachims, 1998; Manning et al., 2008). Due to their high computational costs, other commonly used algorithms used in text classification such as Decision Trees (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012: 163–222) were not considered. The individual classifiers themselves are simple SVMs (with a radial basis function) provided by the Python scikit-learn module, and the NB classifier with a multinomial distribution (Manning et al., 2008: 234–251) from Python’s Natural Language Toolkit. For the SVM, linear kernels were also considered, but prior experimental testing indicated worse results (a decrease of 1.5–5%) on the same dataset compared to RBFs. The combination of both classifiers was optimized such that every pair of SVM and NB classifiers share single a bag of data, which speeds up the process.

The second question we need to resolve is the number of bags. Theoretically, we expect that the number of bags required to maximize the quality of prediction is fairly limited. Both SVM and NB classifiers tend to be relatively
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stable (Bousquet and Elisseeff, 2002; Ting and Zheng, 2003), which means that changes in the training data have a comparatively small impact on the structure of the classifier. This means that the number of required bags need not be larger than the amount of new information brought to the model. Given the relative homogeneity of the “relevant” category, we presume that the value of additional bags will be limited after a certain threshold has been reached. In limited experiments, this stability point was identified at approximately 10–15 bags. However, to be on the safe side, given some concerns with regards to data heterogeneity, and since performance did not alter beyond reason, all real-usage training was conducted with 50 bags. In total, 100 base classifiers are trained, i.e. 50 pairs of one NB and one SVM classifier. Each such pair is trained on a bag of negative data and one of the five shards (discussed above) of positive data.

The third question that remains is the voting threshold. For example, a threshold of 0.01 means that at least 1% of all classifiers must predict “relevant” for an article to be classified as “relevant.” We implement and test different values of this parameter between 0.01 and 1. The evaluation below describes the performance of the ensemble at different threshold values.

Evaluation

In order to assess the applicability of our classification approach to the problem of pre-selecting news reports according to their relevance, we need to determine its predictive accuracy out-of-sample, i.e. on unseen news articles. The standard way to do this would have been a standard \( N \) -fold cross validation, where articles are split randomly into \( N \) folds, \( N = 1 \) to use for teaching and the remaining one for evaluation (the whole procedure repeated \( N \) times). However, we expect strong regional or country patterns in our data, where relevant reports about protest may be characterized by certain region- or country-specific words or combinations. In essence, this would mean that a substantial number of the features determining the result of classification of any given article are dependent on the country the article referred to. In a real application, however, users may want to filter articles from previously unseen countries.

Therefore, we perform a variation of the standard cross-validation approach by binning the articles by country \( (N = 18) \) to which they belong. In each loop, the classifier is trained on data from every country except one, and the excluded country constitutes the test set. Such a strategy reflects the actual usage of the classifier in practice and exposes the potential country bias discussed above. In particular, this evaluation methodology eliminates any over-estimation of performance due to country-level information present in both the training and testing sets: a normal \( k \)-fold validation strategy would contain country data from any given country in both training and testing, allowing country-specific terms, names or locations to affect the labeling of articles in the test set. This is something we need to avoid.

Cross validation results are presented graphically in Figure 3. Overall, the ensemble exhibits good performance, identifying an unweighted average of 93% of recall across the cross-validation test sets at a 0.05 cutoff, while eliminating 56% of all irrelevant articles across the set. In effect, the classifier is exceeding the goals set out at the beginning of the project, while conducting an evaluation similar to actual use in practice. This is equivalent to eliminating approximately 150,000 articles for an 18-country set similar to the sample used in this example, saving up to 200 work-days by trained humans. Results hold across sample sizes as well as various levels of balance (proportion of relevant articles) in the test sets. In effect, there is no observable difference between the classification of Belarus and that of Kyrgyzstan, even though in Belarus this proportion is more than three times higher (1:20 vs. 1:6.5).

Choosing a more demanding voting cutoff substantially increases the performance of the ensemble in eliminating irrelevant articles, with 80% being eliminated at a 0.75 cutoff. The cost is a converse loss of recall, dropping to only 80% of all positives. However, as recall-detail increases much faster than recall-detail decreases (i.e. the number of false articles eliminated grows much faster than the number of lost true articles), users should choose the cutoff level depending on the ambitions and human resources available to the project.

Further, the classifier performs very well in areas with very low numbers of positives, such as Turkmenistan or Belarus, where it identifies 100% of all positives in their respective test samples. This is essential in practice. In regions with low reporting rates we do not expect that other (potentially duplicated) articles describing the same incident would make up for a wrongly eliminated article; instead, losing a single article can mean omitting the entire protest event.

Moreover, predictive performance is more dependent on the choice of cutoff for geographic regions with less data (such as Latin America). For countries in the former Soviet Union, performance is nearly unaffected by an increase in cutoff (indicating that most classifiers actually vote the same). In Kyrgyzstan, 90% of relevant articles are identified at a cutoff of 0.75, whereas performance drops sharply as the cutoff is increased for countries such as Venezuela; here, only a little over 52% of all relevant articles are correctly identified. However, we consider such behavior acceptable from a practical point of view, as a vast majority of recall values are in the 0.9–1.0 range. Further, as no country remains to be coded in areas with the lowest
Figure 3. Cross-validation results for the proposed ensemble.
training data density (such as Latin America), the resulting bias will be further attenuated in practice. When deploying the coding pipeline in practice, we chose a low cutoff (0.05) that provides more homogeneous results.

Further, we assess the suitability of the classifier for other potential tasks it may be applied to. First, we analyze the classifier’s performance when trained on an existing data set, in order to predict the relevance of new, incoming articles. We train the classifier on the first 80% of the articles (ordered by date, cutoff is 2008-06-20) and evaluate out-of-sample on the latest 20% of the data (combining all countries). The results are excellent. The classifier identifies 94% of all relevant articles while discarding 58% of all irrelevant articles at the 0.05 cutoff.

Second, we test the classifier’s performance when trained on a much smaller sample, since not all projects may have a training set as big as ours. We randomly select 15,000 total articles (382 positives) for training, and test on another random sample of 15,000 articles. The performance is again perfectly within an acceptable range, with the classifier identifying 97% of all positives in the sample at the standard 0.05 cutoff. However, trained with less data, the filtering performance suffers, and the classifier eliminates about one third of all irrelevant articles as opposed to over 50% when trained on the full dataset. One solution for better performance is to alter the value of the cutoff parameter, with values such as 0.25 or 0.5 being probably more appropriate for many users.

**Conclusion**

The screening of large amounts of texts can quickly and efficiently be done by computers, whereas humans are better at extracting individual pieces of information from these texts. In order to combine the strengths of both automatic and human coding into a feasible coding pipeline, we devised a hybrid, semi-automatic approach for coding protest events from news reports. This paper describes the first stage of our pipeline. We presented a machine learning ensemble classifier for the pre-selection of news reports for event coding. In order to overcome the problem of a hugely imbalanced training set, this classifier relies on a large number of base classifiers, each built on a balanced random sample of the training data. We have shown that this approach is able to achieve good results in an out-of-sample validation, and can therefore be of great use also in other coding projects. While we have not explored the possible parameters and settings of our classifier exhaustively, we believe that our results provide sufficient reason to pursue this line of development in future research.
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**Notes**

1. Active learning would have been an alternative approach that avoids the creation of a training set this large. In active learning, a classifier is trained on a small set of labeled entities, and then iteratively improves its performance by asking the user to label new instances (Tong and Kolle, 2002). The logistics of our coding project made such an approach infeasible, but the approach presented here could in principle be combined with such an approach.

2. Evaluating whether the selected articles are representative of the full set of relevant articles is difficult, since there are many dimensions along which we could compare the two samples. However, due to the fact that the loss is low (only 7% on average), we do not think that this is a major issue.

3. Other cutoff levels also exhibit good performance: the classifier eliminates between 56% of all irrelevant articles at the 0.01 cutoff to 90% of all irrelevant articles at the 0.75 cutoff while identifying between 75% of all positives at the 0.75 cutoff and 94% of all positives at the 0.75 cutoff.

4. At a cutoff value of 0.5, performance was within our goal, with 58% of all irrelevant articles identified and 90% of the relevant ones kept.
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